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Abstract- Single-phase grid-connected inverters with LCL filter
are widely used to connect photovoltaic systems to the utility grid.
Among the existing control schemes, predictive control methods
are faster and more accurate but also more complicated to
implement. Recently, the Model Predictive Control (MPC)
algorithm for single-phase inverter has been presented, where the
algorithm implementation is straightforward. In the MPC
approach, all switching states are considered in each switching
period to achieve the control objectives. However, since the
number of switching states in single-phase inverters is small, the
inverter output current has a high Total Harmonic Distortions
(THD). In order to reduce this, this paper presents an improved
MPC for single-phase grid-connected inverters. In the proposed
approach, the switching algorithm is changed and the number of
the switching states is increased by means of virtual vectors.
Simulation results show that the proposed approach lead to a
lower THD in the injected current combined with fast dynamics.
The proposed predictive control has been simulated and
implemented on a 1 kW single-phase HERIC (highly efficient and
reliable inverter concept) inverter with an LCL filter at the
output.
Keyword- Model Predictive Control (MPC); Photovoltaic (PV);
Total Harmonic Distortion (THD); Highly Efficient and Reliable
Inverter Concept (HERIC).

I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the installation of grid-connected single-phase PV
inverters has remarkably grown [1], [2]. The most important
part of these inverters is the control part. Different control
methods for these inverters have been proposed. Linear and
non-linear controllers such as hysteresis controller,
Proportional Resonant (PR) controllers, Voltage Oriented
Control (VOC) controller, sliding mode controller, and also
artificial intelligence controllers.
Hysteretic control is simple and robust but has current ripples
due to the variable switching frequency [3], [4]. The
proportional integral (PI) controller has a long history in
control of the power converters, but the PI controller has a
steady state error in tracking sinusoidal references [5], [6]. To
overcome the problems of conventional PI controllers in the
stationary reference frame, the PR controller has been
proposed. PR controllers are widely used in the control of
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single-phase inverters [7], [8], [9]. Other controllers, such as
neural networks, sliding mode and fuzzy control methods have
high computational burden [10]-[13] and thereby which cost
for implementation.
Predictive controllers are easy to implement in digital control
system and have fast dynamics, robustness, and low harmonics
when system parameters have been properly determined. In
order to force the output to track the reference current, these
controllers determine the best amount of the inverter voltages
[14], [15].
Different predictive control methods based on the deadbeat
control have been recently presented to improve the dynamics
and the robustness. Some of these methods are the Robust
Predictive Current Control (RPCC) [16], the Adaptive Robust
Predictive Current Control (ARPCC) [17], the Synchronous
Reference Frame Robust Predictive Current Control (SRFRPCC) [18], the Generalized Robust Predictive Current
Control (GRPCC) [19], and Full State Observer Predictive
Current Control (FSOPCC) [20]. Although the aforementioned
methods have desirable results, high complexity in their
calculations become the major drawback. Recently, with the
advancement of digital signal processor, the MPC is used to
control the power converters. In an MPC approach, the system
including inverter, filter and grid is modeled and the next
sample of the current is calculated and predicted. Then, the
predicted current is compared with the reference current.
Consequently, the best switching state can be determined by a
cost function [21]-[23].
In [24] and [25] the algorithms based on an MPC control with
different control objectives have been presented. However,
since the number of switching modes is very small, the
accuracy of the method is compromised. Thus, it leads to a
high THD in the inverter output current.
In light of the above, this paper presents an improved MPC
scheme for a single phase inverter, where the THD of the
injected current is improved. In the proposed MPC, the number
of switching states have been optimized and increased.
In the proposed MPC, the best switching mode is firstly
determined by a cost function. Then the switching timeintervals are calculated and finally, the Space Vector
Modulation (SVM) is applied. Simulations have been
performed on a 1-kW HERIC inverter system. The results

show that the proposed controller is fast, robust, and accurate
and presents a lower THD of the injected current than the
traditional MPC.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the inverter
topology is discussed in section II. Then, the principle of MPC
algorithm and the proposed MPC are illustrated. Finally,1before the simulation results the proposed MPC is explained in
section V.
2II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Transformerless inverters that can achieve high efficiency and
low cost are widely used in grid-connected PV generation
systems. Various transformerless inverter topologies have been
proposed to meet the safety requirement of leakage currents,
like the VDE-4105 standard [26].
On the other hand, considering the many benefits of LCL
filters compared with an L filter, these filter have been
extensively used at the output of single-phase PV inverters.
In this paper, one of the single-phase grid-connected
transformerless inverters, which has low leakage currents and
high efficiency has been used, which is the HERIC inverter
with an LCL filter as shown in Fig. 1.

III. PRINCIPLE OF MPC
Model predictive control design and implementation consist of
the following three steps:
1- Using a model to predict the behavior of control variables
for the next time step.
2- Determining a cost function which includes control
objectives and expected behavior of the system.
3- Extract the appropriate command to minimize the cost
function value.
The discrete model to predict the next step can be shown in the
following equations [22]
x ( k + 1) = Ax ( k ) + Bu ( k )

where ݔሺ݇ሻ is the current value of the state space variables,
ݔሺ݇  ͳሻ is the next value of state space variables, ݑሺ݇ሻ is the
current value of the input variables and ݕሺ݇ሻ is the current
values of the output variables. In the next step, according to the
following equation, the cost function can been obtained.
(2)
J = f (x ( k ) ,u ( k ) ,...,u ( k + N ))
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Fig.1. Single-phase HERIC inverter and the proposed MPC.
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IV. SYSTEM MODELING
The inverter in Fig. 1 can be described by
di (t)
V inv (t) = Li L +V c (t)
dt
where
di (t)
V c (t) = L g g +V g (t)
dt
Substituting (4) into (3) gives

di g (t)
di L (t)
+ Lg
+V g (t)
dt
dt
V inv (k) is obtained using the Euler equation as
V inv (t) = L i

V. THE PROPOSED MPC
Fig. 2 shows the switching states in the single-phase HERIC
inverter.
(3)

(4)

(5)

i (k + 1) − i g (k)
i L (k + 1) − i L (k)
+ Lg g
+V g (k) (6)
TS
TS
According to the approximation of the LCL with L filter in
[17], ݅ ሾ݇ሿ  ، ݅ ሾ݇ሿ and ݅ ሾ݇  ͳሿ  ، ݅ ሾ݇  ͳሿ, the predicted
current can be obtained as
TS
i g _ Predict (k + 1) = i g (k + 1) =
(7)
(Li + L g )

V inv (k) = L i

× ( Vinv (k) −V g (k) ) + i g (k)
the cost function in the proposed method can be written as

g = i g _ ref (k + 1) − i g _ Predict (k + 1)

(8)

where i g _ ref (k + 1) can be obtained from the active and
reactive power reference and orthogonal signals of the grid as

2
i g _ref (k + 1) =
2
v g α (k + 1) + v g β (k + 1)2
* ª¬V g α (k + 1)

ª Pref º
V g β (k + 1) º¼ «
»
¬Q ref ¼

(9)

in (12), ܸఈ ሺ݇  ͳሻ and ܸఉ ሺ݇  ͳሻ are orthogonal signals of
ܸ ሺ݇  ͳሻ with ܸ ሺ݇  ͳሻ being calculated by

v g (k + 1) = V g sin(ω (k) + ∆ϕ )

(10)

in which ߱ሺ݇ሻ is the frequency of the grid voltage detected by
the PLL in the kth sample, หܸ ห is the peak of the grid voltage
and ߂߮ is the phase between two samples determined by

2π
∆ϕ =
(f sw / f grid )

where

Fig. 2. Voltage vectors generated by the HERIC inverter.

According to Fig. 2, space vector switching states in the
HERIC inverter can been shown as a function of ܵ , ܵ and ܵ :

°1, S 1 = 1& S 3 = 0
Sa = ®
°̄0, S 0 = 0 & S 3 = 1

(12)

°1, S 2 = 1& S 4 = 0
Sb = ®
°̄0, S 2 = 0 & S 4 = 1

(13)

1, S 5 = 0 & S 6 = 0
°+
°
S c = ®0, S 5 = 0 & S 6 = 1
°−
°¯0, S 5 = 1& S 6 = 0

(14)

The definition of ܵ is different with ܵ and ܵ . State Ͳା means
the zero state before the positive half cycle and State Ͳି means
the zero state before the negative half cycle. The HERIC
inverter switching space vector can be given as

S = (Sa + aSb )Sc
where a = e
defined as

jπ

and finally the inverter output voltage is

V o = SV dc

(11)

fsw and f grid are the switching frequency and the grid

frequency, respectively.
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(15)

(16)

as seen in Fig. 2, the number of states is small, which makes
the inverter output voltage inaccurate. It leads to harmonics in
the injected current to the network because the large state
between 0 to ܸௗ and 0 to െܸௗ are ignored. In the
conventional MPC, this cause a poor performance in terms of
THD. Therefore, this paper presents an improved MPC, which
applies multiple switching vectors. Fig. 3 shows all the vectors
in the proposed MPC.

according to HERIC inverter characteristics, depending on ܶௗ
that has been in positive or negative cycle during the time
period of ܶ time, ܸଵ ሺͲǡͲǡ Ͳା ሻ or ܸଶ ሺͲǡͲǡ Ͳି ሻ will be applied.

Converter Re al Vectors
Converter Virtual Vectors

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

Fig. 3. Voltage vectors for the HERIC inverter with virtual vectors.

These vectors include four basic or real vectors (the circle
symbols in Fig. 3) and several virtual vectors (the square
symbols in Fig. 3). The virtual vectors have been selected as
optimized states. In fact, the virtual vectors are generated with
a combination of the basic vectors. The duration of these
vectors will be a fraction of the switching cycle and during the
rest time of the switching cycle zero vectors will be applied.
For example, when a basic vector,ܸଷ ሺͳǡͲǡͳሻ or ܸସ ሺͲǡͳǡͳሻ , is
selected, this vector will be applied in the entire cycle
switching. When a virtual vector,ܸଷ ሺ݉Ȁ݊ǡ Ͳǡͳሻ or ܸସ ሺͲǡ ݉Ȁ
݊ǡ ͳሻ, is selected at first, the basic vector, ܸଷ ሺͳǡͲǡͳሻ or
ܸସ ሺͲǡͳǡͳሻ,will be applied for m/n% of switching cycle and then
for the rest of time (ܶ ) ܸଵ ሺͲǡͲǡ Ͳା ሻ or ܸଶ ሺͲǡͲǡ Ͳି ሻ will be
applied.
In the proposed MPC control, the inverter voltage can be
obtained as

V inv =

m
V dc
n

(17)

All the states of ܸ௩ in (17), where m varies from 1 to the
specified value n, will be placed in (7) and ̴݅ௗ௧ ሺ݇  ͳሻ
can be calculated. Then, ̴݅ುೝ ሺ݇  ͳሻ is obtained by
minimizing the cost function. The amount of ܸ௩ that
minimizes the cost function is the inverter voltage reference
ܸ௩  כand will determine ܶௗ or the duty cycle as

V *
m
T d = inv T S , or, Td = T S
V dc
n

(18)

where ܶ௦ is the switching period. Following, ܸ௩  כvector is
applied during ܶௗ and then the zero vector should be applied in
the period of ܶ time. In this case,

T 0 = T S −T d

(19)
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Simulations have been done in MATLAB using PLECS
blocks. In the beginning, the controller sets the current
reference ̴݅ ሺ݇  ͳ) based on the reference of the active and
reactive power specified from the upstream control, i.e.,
according to (12). Then, the reference is compared with the
estimated current value in (10) and eventually, the proposed
MPC will make the final decision to determine the switching
modes (by employing a cost function). Fig. 1 shows a closed
loop system for the single-phase PV inverter. It can be seen in
Fig. 1 that at the first stage of the control blocks, one
Orthogonal Signal Generator (OSG) is needed. In this paper an
OSG algorithm has been selected [27].
Two simulations have been done. In the first simulation, the
amount of the active power is set to 1 kW and the reactive
power reference is set to zero.
In order to validate the effectiveness of the proposed method,
several modes are studied. In each mode, the number of
vectors will change. For example, in the first case, the number
of switching vectors is 4 as the traditional MPC in Fig. 2 (two
zero modes, one positive mode and one negative mode). In the
second case, the number of switching vectors is 12 (2 zero
modes, 5 positive modes and 5 negative modes). For the third
case, 32 vectors (2 zero modes, 15 positive modes and 15
negative modes). In the last case 82 vectors (2 zero modes, 40
positive modes and 40 negative modes) is used.
Fig. 4 shows the results of the HERIC inverter with different
vectors. As it is seen in Fig. 4, the THD of the injected current
is strongly reduced when the number of vectors increases.
Another simulation has been done to test the dynamic response
and the robustness of the proposed controller. In this case, the
active and reactive power references are changed, where the
reference of the reactive power changes from 0 to 700 Var and
the reference of the active power changes from 1000 to 400 W.
Finally, the power references will restore to the original states.
Simulation results are shown in Fig. 5.
As it is seen in Fig. 5, the inverter can quickly follow the
references, which shows that the proposed MPC control is
precise and robust.
Also, a short circuit operation has been studied and a reference
current of 5 A is given to be tracked by the proposed
controller. The results of this case are shown in Fig. 6. As it is
shown in Fig. 6, the proposed controller in the short circuit
time is robust and can track the reference current.
Finally, control block diagrams of the proposed MPC is shown
in Fig.7.
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Fig. 7. Control block diagram of the proposed MPC.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new model predictive method has been
presented for a HERIC inverter, where simplicity and lack of
gain tuning have been achieved. The proposed method is easy
compared the prior-art robust predictive control methods.
Simulation results have demonstrated that this method has high
accuracy, fast response, good robustness and high quality in
term of injected current to network. It can be applied in to the
control of the single-phase inverters without much
computational burden but achieving a high quality.
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